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CHAIRMAN'S INTRODUCTORY ADDRESS
BY WILLIAM ARCHER

In the far-off, almost fabulous, Golden Age
before the War, I once attended a lecture by
our speaker of tonight, Professor Gilbert Mur-
ray. It was a most entertaining and instruc-

tive lecture; but what I chiefly learned on that

occasion was a lesson I hope never to forget

—

as to the duties of a Chairman. Nothing would

tempt me to reveal who the Chairman was: I

will only say that I don't think he has ever

figured, or ever will figure, on this platform.

His speech was a conspicuous and masterly

example of how not to do it. He began by
confessing that he knew nothing of Professor

Murray's subject, but went on to explain that

he had read it up for the occasion in an En-
cyclopedia; and thereupon he retailed at great

length, and in a most lugubrious fashion, the

information he had gleaned from that work of

reference. There happened to be two or three

anecdotes, manifestly the plums of the subject;

and the Chairman must needs put in his thumb
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and pull out those plums, and spoil them for

the lecturer by serving them up with consum-

mate insipidity. What Professor Murray must
have suffered in having his subject thus broken

on the wheel, I shudder even now to think.

His conduct was certainly a noble example of

Stoicism. Had I been in his place, I should in-

fallibly have risen up and slain that Chair-

man, and claimed from a jury of my country-

men a verdict of "Served him right!"

The lesson of that occasion was burnt into

my soul; so Professor Murray need not fear

that I am going to pour out to you the stores

of my erudition on the subject of the Stoics.

No doubt, half an hour with the Encyclopedia

Britannica would have supplied me with some
capital anecdotes of Zeno, and Epictetus, and

Marcus Aurelius; but I have sternly averted

my face from temptation. The ideal Chairman
as I conceive him, ought to emulate as nearly

as possible the ideal child, who is "seen but

not heard." If I fall away from that ideal, it

is only to express my belief that there is no
man in England whom Moncure Conway, were
he alive, would more warmly welcome to this

platform than our speaker of tonight. His

presence here is a proof that tfeat large-minded

humanism for which Conway stood and strove
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is making extraordinary progress even in our

apparently slow-moving England. For Profes-

sor Murray, as you all know, is not a biologist,

not a physicist, not a chemist. He has not pur-

sued any of those studies of cause and effect

which were supposed, in the Victorian era,

to lead to perilous enlightenment—and did, in

fact, lead to enlightenment, whether perilous

or not. He is not even a mathematician, hard-

ened in the audacious heresy that two and two
make four. No, his life-work has lain among
those literae humaniores which have so often

been associated, in the past, with violent Tory-

ism in politics and dense obscurantism in

thought. He does not come to us from godless

London University, nor even from Cambridge
with its mildly Whiggish proclivities. He is a

son, and a very loyal son, of Oxford; but he

has known how to absorb the best of her cul-

ture—if I may use a somewhat discredited

word—without drinking in either her preju-

dices or her snobbishness or her cowardices. I

suppose we may take Matthew Arnold as a

type of Oxford enlightenment in the last gen-

eration, and I am far from undervaluing his

work or his influence; but imagine Matthew

Arnold coming down to address us here to-
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night! Or think of Pater! Think of the vague

and vaporous aesthetic paganism which was
all that Pater could extract from the spiritual

sustenance offered him by Oxford! Professor

Murray, as we know, occupies one of the great-

est positions in English scholarship; but while

he is eminently a scholar among scholars, he

is preeminently a man among men. His im-

agination and insight, working upon a solid

basis of knowledge, give him an extraordinary

power—as no doubt he will show you tonight

—

of revivifying Greek thought and experience,

and making it human and real to us. Ancient

Greece is not, to him, a picturesque phenome-

non to be contemplated under a glass case, but

an absorbing chapter in the story of humanity,

full of vital meanings for the present and for

the future. What has specially attracted him
to Euripides, we may be sure, is, in the last

analysis, neither his lyric splendor nor his

dramatic subtlety, but his daring rationalism

and his passionate resentment of the stupidi-

ties and cruelties which are summed up in the

phrase "man's inhumanity to man." These

cruelties, these stupidities, are always with us,

more or less, and are, as we know to our cost,

liable to frightful recrudescences. No one is

more resolute in combating them than Profes-
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sor Murray. He is one of our foremost cham-
pions of reason and humanity. I am sure that

Moncure Conway would warmly have appre-

ciated the consistency, the sincerity, and the

courage of his intellectual attitude, and would

especially have welcomed it as a product of

modern Oxford.
For Professor Murray does not stand alone.

He is one of a group of scholars, his contem-

poraries and his juniors, who are converting

Oxford from a home of lost causes into a

Great Headquarters for causes yet to be won.

Is it not a most encouraging sign of the times

that that admirable series, the Home Univer-

sity Library, should be edited by two New Col-

lege dons, Professor Murray and Mr. Herbert

Fisher, now Vice Chancellor of Sheffield Uni-

versity? What would Moncure Conway have

said if any one had predicted that, within seven

years of his death, such a book as Professor

Bury's "History of Freedom of Thought" would
be written by the Regius Professor of History

at Cambridge, and published under the editor-

ship of the Regius Professor of Greek at Ox-
ford? I think he would have said: "No, no;

the world does not move so quickly as that!"

But it does move; it has moved; and I am
optimist enough to hope that the present out-
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burst of colossal unreason, alleged to be under

the patronage of God, may in the end promote

the cause of reason, or at any rate may not

involve any intellectual set-back. With that

hope in view, let us not cease to fight the

good fight of spiritual illumination.

I now call upoa Professor Murray.



THE STOIC PHILOSOPHY.

BY PROFESSOR GILBERT MURRAY.

I feel a peculiar pleasure in being: asked to

give this address in commemoration of Mon-
cure D. Conway. I knew Mr. Conway but

slightly. But when I was a boy and struggling

with religious difficulties his books were among
those which brought me both comfort and lib-

eration. And all those who in our generation

are stirred either by their doubts or their

convictions to a consciousness of duties not yet

stamped by the approval of their community,
may well recognize him as one of their guid-

ing beacons. His character is written large

in the history of his life. Few men of our

time have been put so clearly to the test and

so unhesitatingly sacrificed their worldly in-

terests to their consciences. This strain of

heroic quality, which lay beneath Mr. Conway's
unpretentious kindliness and easy humor,

makes, I think, the subject of my address this

evening not inappropriate to his memory.

I wish in this lecture to give in rough out-
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line some account of the greatest system of

organized thought which the mind of man had
built up for itself in the Graeco-Roman world

before the coming of Christianity with its in-

spired book and its authoritative revelation.

Stoicism may be called either a philosophy or

a religion. It was a religion in its exalted pas-

sion; it was a philosophy inasmuch as it made
no pretense to magical powers or supernatural

knowledge. I do not suggest that it is a per-

fect system, with no errors of fact and no in-

consistencies of theory. It is certainly not

that; and I do not know of any system that is.

But I believe that it represents a way of look-

ing at the world and the practical problems of

life which possesses still a permanent interest

for the human race, and a permanent power
of inspiration. I shall approach it, therefore,

rather as a psychologist than as a philosopher

or historian. I shall not attempt to trace the

growth or variation of Stoic doctrine under its

various professors, nor yet to scrutinize the

logical validity of its arguments. I shall

merely try as best I can to make intelligible

its great central principles and the almost irre-

sistible appeal which they made to so many

of the best minds of antiquity.
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From this point of view I will begin by a

very rough general suggestion—viz., that the

religions known to history fall into two broad

classes, religions which are suited for times of

good government and the religions which are

suited for times of bad government; religions

for prosperity or for adversity, religions

which accept the world or which defy the

world, which place their hopes in the bet-

terment of human life on this earth or •

which look away from it as from a vale of

tears. By "the world" in this connection I

mean the ordinary concrete world, the well-

known companion of the flesh and the Devil;

not the universe. For some of the religions

which think most meanly of the world they

know have a profound admiration for all, or

nearly all, those parts of the universe where
they have not been.

Now, to be really successful in the struggle

for existence, a religion must suit both sets

of circumstances. A religion which fails in

adversity, which deserts you just when the

world deserts you, would be a very poor affair;

on the other hand, it is almost equally fatal

for a religion to collapse as soon as it is suc-

cessful. Stoicism, like Christianity, was prim-
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arily a religion for the oppressed, a religion

of defense and defiance; but, like Christianity,

it had the requisite power of adaptation. Con-

sistently, it opened its wings to embrace the

needs both of success and of failure. To illus-

trate what I mean—contrast for a moment the

life of an active, practical, philanthropic, mod-
ern Bishop with that of an anchorite like St.

Simeon Stylites, living in idleness and filth on
the top of a large column; or, again, contrast

the Bishop's ideals with those of the author

of the Apocalypse, abandoning himself to

visions of a gorgeous reversal of the order

of this evil world and the bloody revenges of

the blessed. All three are devout Christians;

but the Bishop is working with the world of

men, seeking its welfare and helping its prac-

tical needs; the other two are rejecting or

cursing it. In somewhat the same way we shall

find that our two chief preachers of Stoicism

are, the one a lame and penniless slave to

whom worldly success is as nothing, the other

an Emperor of Rome, keenly interested in good

administration.

The founder of the Stoic school, Zeno,

came from Cilicia to Athens about the year

320 B. C. His place of birth is, perhaps, Big-
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nificant. He was a Semite, and came from the

East. The Semite was apt in his religion to

be fierier and more uncompromising than the

Greek: The time of his coming is certainly

significant. It was a time when landmarks

had collapsed, and human life was left, as it

seemed, without a guide. The average man
in Greece of the fifth century B. C. had two
main guides and sanctions for his conduct of

life: the welfare of his city and the laws and

traditions of his ancestors. First the city, and

next the traditional religion; and in the fouth

century both of these had fallen. Let us see

how.

Devotion to the city or community produced

a religion of public service. The city represent-

ed a high ideal, and it represented supreme
power. By 320 B. C. the supreme power had
been overthrown. Athens, and all independent

Greek cities, had fallen before the overwhelm-
ing force of the great military monarchies of

Alexander and his generals. The high ideal

at the same time was seen to be narrow. The

community to which a man should devote him-

self, if he should devote himself at all, must

surely be something larger than one ef these

walled cities set upon their separate hills.
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Thus the city, as a guide of life, had proved
wanting. Now when the Jews lost their Holy
City they had still, or believed that they had
still, a guide left. "Zion is taken from us/'

says the Book of Esdras; "nothing is left save

the Holy One and His Law." But Greece had

no such law. The Greek religious tradition

had long since been riddled with criticism. It

would not bear thinking out, and the Greeks

liked to think things out. The traditional re-

ligion fell not because the people were degen-

erate. Quite the contrary; it fell, as it has

sometimes fallen elsewhere, because the peo-

ple were progressive. The people had ad-

vanced, and and the traditional religion had
not kept pace with them. And we may add

another consideration. If the Gods of tradition

had proved themselves capable of protecting

their worshippers, doubtless their many moral

and intellectual deficiencies might have been

overlooked. But they had not. They had
proved no match for Alexander and the Mace-
donian phalanx.

Thus the work that lay before the genera-

tion of 320 B. C. was twofold. They had to

rebuild a new public spirit, devoted not to

the city, but to something greater; and they
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had to rebuild a religion or philosophy which

should be a safe guide in the threatening chaos.

We will see how Zeno girded himself to the

task.

Two questions lay before him—how to live

and what to believe. His real interest was
in the first, but it could not be answered with-

out first facing the second. For if we do not

in the least know what is true or untrue, real

or unreal, we cannot form any reliable rules

about conduct or anything else. And, as it

happened, the Sceptical school of philosophy,

largely helped by Plato, had lately been active

in denying the possibility of human knowledge

and throwing doubt on the very existence of

reality. Their arguments were extraordinarily

good, and many of them have not been an-

swered yet; they affect both the credibility of

the senses and the supposed laws of reason-

ing. The Sceptics showed how the senses are

notoriously fallible and contradictory, and how

the laws of reasoning lead by equally correct

processes to opposite conclusions. Many mod-

ern philosophers, from Kant to Dr. Schiller

and Mr. Bertrand Russell, have followed re-

spectfully in their footsteps. But Zeno had
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no patience wtih this sort of thing. He wanted
to get to business.

Also he was a born fighter. His dealings

with opponents who argued against him always

remind me of a story told of the Duke of

Wellington when his word was doubted by a
subaltern. The Duke, when he was very old

and incredibly distinguished, was telling how
once, at mess in the Peninsula, his servant

had opened a bottle of port, and inside found

a rat. "It must have been a very large bot-

tle," remarked the subaltern. The Duke fixed

him with his eye. "It was a damned small

bottle." "Oh," said the subaltern, abashed;

"then no doubt it was a very small rat." "It

was a damned large rat," said the Duke.

And there the matter has rested ever since.

Zeno began by asserting the existence of

the real world. "What do you mean by real?"

asked the Sceptic. "I mean solid and mate-

rial. I mean that this table is solid matter."

"And God," said the Sceptic, "and the soul?

Are they solid matter?" "Perfectly solid,"

says Zeno; "more solid, if anything, than the

table." "And virtue or justice or the Rule of

Three; also solid matter?" "Of course," said

Zeno; "quite solid." This is what may be
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called "high doctrine," and Zeno's successors

eventually explained that their master did not

really mean that justice was solid matter, but

ihat it was a sort of "tension," or mutual rela-

tion, among material objects. This amendment
saves the whole situation. But it is well to

remember the uncompromising materialism

from which the Stoic system started.

Now we can get a step further. If the world

is real, how do we know about it? By the

evidence of our senses; for the sense impres-

sion (here Stoics and Epicureans both followed

the fifth century physicists) is simply the im-

print of the real thing upon our mindstuff.

As such it must be true. In the few excep-

tional cases where we say that "our senses

deceive us" we speak incorrectly. The sense

impression was all right; it is we who have

interpreted it wrongly, or received it in some
incomplete way. What we need in each case is

a "comprehensive sense impression." The
meaning of this phrase is not quite clear. I

think it means a sense impression which

"grasps" its object; but it may be one which

"grasps" us, or which we "grasp," so that we

cannot doubt it. In any case, when we ge>'

the real imprint of the object upon our senses*,
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then this imprint is of necessity true. When
the Sceptics talk about a conjurer making "our

senses deceive us," or when they object that a

straight stick put half under water looks as

if it were bent in the middle, they are talking

inexactly. In such cases the impression is

perfectly true; it is the interpretation that

may go wrong. Similarly, when they argue

that reasoning is fallacious because men habit-

ually make mistakes in it, they are confusing

the laws of reasoning with the inexact use

which people make of them. You might just

as well say that twice two is not four, or that

7x7 is not 49, because people often make
mistakes in doing arithmetic.

Thus we obtain a world which is in the first

place real and in the second knowable. Now
we can get to work on our real philosophy,

our doctrine of ethics and conduct. And we
build it upon a very simple principle, laid

down first by Zeno's master, Crates, the

founder of the Cynic School: the principle

that Nothing but Goodness is Good. That
seems plain enough, and harmless enough;

and so does its corollary: "Nothing but bad-

ness is bad." fti the case of any concrete

object which you call "good," it seems quite

clear that it is only good because of some
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goodness in it. We, perhaps, should not ex-

press the matter in quite this way, but we
should scarcely think it worth while to object

if Zeno chooses to phrase it so, especially as

the statement itself seems little better than a

truism.

Now, to an ancient Greek the form of the

phrase was quite familiar. He was accus-

tomed to asking, "What is the good?" It was
to him the central problem of conduct. It

meant: "What is the object of life, or the

element in things which makes them worth

having?" Thus the principle will mean:
"Nothing is worth living for except goodness."

The only good for man is to be good. And,

as we might expect, when Zeno says "good"

he means good in an ultimate Day-of-Judg-

ment sense, and will take no half measures.

The principle turns out to be not nearly so

harmless as it looked. It begins by making
a clean sweep of the ordinary conventions.

You remember the eighteenth century lady's

epitaph which ends: "Bland, passionate, and
deeply religious, she was second cousin to the

Earl of Leitrim, and of such are the kingdom
of heaven." One doubts whether, when the

critical moment came, her relationships would
really prove as important as her executors
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hoped; and it is the same with all the conven-

tional goods of the world when brought be-

fore the bar of Zeno. Rank, riches, social dis-

tinction, health, pleasure, barriers of race or

nation—what will those things matter before

the tribunal of ultimate truth? Not a jot.

Nothing but goodness is good. It is what
you are that matters—what you yourself are;

and all these things are not you. They are

external; they depend not on you alone, but

on other people. The thing that really mat-

ters depends on you, and on none but you.

From this there flows a very important and
surprising conclusion. You possess already,

if you only knew it, all that is worth desiring.

The good is yours if you out will it. You
need fear nothing. You are safe, inviolable,

utterly free. A wicked man or an accident

can cause you pain, break your leg, make
you ill; but no earthly power can make you

good or bad except yourself, and to be good

or bad is the only thing that matters.

At this point common sense rebels. The

plain man says to Zeno: "This is all very

well; but we know as a matter of fact that

such things as health, pleasure, long life,

fame, -etc., are good; we all like them. The
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reverse are bad; we hate and avoid them.

All sane, healthy people agree in judging so."

Zeno's answer is interesting. In the first

place, he says: "Yes; that is what most peo-

ple say. But the judges who give that judg-

ment are bribed. Pleasure, though not really

good, has just that particular power of brib-

ing the judges, and making them on each occa-

sion say or believe that she is good. The
Assyrian king Sardanapalus thinks it good

to stay in his harem, feasting and merry-

making, rather than suffer hardship in govern-

ing his kingdom. He swears his pleasure is

good; but what will any unbribed third person

say? Consider the judgments of history. Do
you ever find that history praises a man be-

cause he was healthy, or long-lived, or because

he enjoyed himself a great deal? History

never thinks of such things; they are value-

less and disappear from the world's memory.
The thing that lives is a man's goodness, his

great deeds, his virtue, or his heroism."

If the questioner was not quite satisfied,

Zeno used another argument. He would bid

him answer honestly for himself: "Would

you yourself really like to be rich and cor-

rupted? To have abundance of pleasure and
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be a worse man?" And, apparently, when
Zeno's eyes were upon you, it was difficult to

say you would. Some Stoics took a particu-

lar instance. When Harmodius and Aristo-

geiton, the liberators of Athens, slew the

tyrant Hipparchus (which is always taken as

a praiseworthy act), the tyrant's friends seized

a certain young girl, named Leaina, who was
the mistress of Aristogeiton, and tortured her

to make her divulge the names of the con-

spirators. And under the torture the girl bit

out her tongue and died without speaking a

word. Now, in her previous life we may as-

sume that Leaina had had a good deal of

gaiety. Which would you sooner have as

your own—the early life of Leaina, which was
full of pleasures, or the last hours of Leaina,

which were full of agony? And with a Stoic's

eyes upon them, as before, people found it

hard to say the first. They yielded their arms
and confessed that goodness, and not any
kind of pleasure, is the good.

But now comes an important question, and
the answer to it, I will venture to suggest,

just redeems Stoicism from the danger of be-

coming one of those inhuman cast-iron sys-

tems by which mankind may be browbeaten,

but against which it secretly rebels. What is
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Goodness? What is this thine: which is the

only object worth living for?

Zeno seems to have been a little impatient

of the question. We know quite well; every-

body knows who is not blinded by passion or

desire. Still, the school consented to analyze

it. And the profound common sense and rea-

sonableness .of average Greek thought ex-

pressed the answer in its own characteristic

way. Let us see in practice what we mean
by "good." Take a good bootmaker, a good

father, a good musician, a good horse, a good

chisel; you will find that each one of them
has some function to perform, some special

work to do; and a good one does the work
well. Goodness is performing your function

well. But when we say "well" we are still

using the ides* of goodness. What do we
mean by doing it "well"? Here the Greek
falls back on a scientific conception which had
great influence in the fifth century B. C., and
somewhat transformed and differently named,
has regained it in our own days. We call it

"Evolution." The Greeks called it Phusis, a

word which we translate by "Nature," but

which seems to mean more exactly "growth,"

or "the process of growth."* It is Phusis which
gradually shapes or tries to shape every living
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thing into a more perfect form. It shapes the

seed, by infinite and exact gradations, into

the oak; the blind puppy into the good hunt-
ing dog; the savage tribe into the civilized city.

If you analyze this process, you find that

Phusis is shaping each thing towards the ful-

fillment of its own function—that is, towards

the good. Of course Phusis sometimes fails;

some of the blind puppies die; some of the

seeds never take root. Again, when the proper

development has been reached, it is generally

followed by decay; that, too, seems like a

failure in the work of Phusis. I will not con-

sider these objections now; they would take

us too far afield, and we shall need a word
about them later. Let us in the meantime
accept this conception of a force very like that

which most of us assume when we speak of

evolution; especially, perhaps, it is like what
Bergson calls La Vie or L'Elan Vital at the

back of L'Evolution Creatrice, though to the

Greek it seemed still more personal and vivid;

a force which is present in all the live world,

and is always making things grow towards

the fulfillment of their utmost capacity. We
6een now what goodness is; it is living or act-

ing according to Phusis, "working with Phusis
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in her eternal effort towards perfection. You
will notice, of course, that the phrase means
a good deal more than we usually mean by
living "according to nature." It does not

mean "living simply," or "living like the nat-

ural man." It means living according to the

spirit which makes the world grow and pro-

gress.

This Phusis becomes in Stoicism the center

of much speculation and much effort at im-

aginative understanding. It is at work every-

where. It is like a soul, or a life-force, run-

ning through all matter as the "soul" or life

of a man runs through all his limbs. It is the

soul of the world. Now, it so happened that

in Zeno's time the natural sciences had made
a great advance, especially Astronomy, Botany,

and Natural History. This fact had made
people familiar with the notion of natural

law. Law was a principle which ran through

all the movements of what they called the

Kosmos, or "ordered world." Thus Phusis, the

life of the world, is, from another point of

view, the Law of Nature; it is the great chain

of causation by which all events occur; for

the Phusis which shapes things towards their

end acts always by the laws of causation.
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Phusis is not a sort of arbitrary personal

goddess, upsetting the natural order; Phusis

is the natural order, and nothing happens

without a cause.

A natural law, yet a natural law which is

alive, which is itself life. It becomes indis-

tinguishable from a purpose, the purpose of

the great world-process. It is like a fore-

seeing, fore-thinking power—Pronoia; our

common word "Province" is the Latin trans-

lation of this Pronoia, though of course its

meaning has been rubbed down and cheap-

ened in the process of the ages. As a princi-

ple of providence or forethought it comes to

be regarded as God, the nearest approach to

a definite personal God which is admitted by
the austere logic of Stoicism. And, since it

must be in some sense material, it is made
of the finest material there is; it is made of

fire—not ordinary fire, but what they called

intellectual fire. A fire which is present in a

warm, live man, and not in a cold, dead man;
a fire which has consciousness and life, and is

not subject to decay. This fire, Phusis, God,

is in all creation.

We are led to a very definite and complete

Pantheism. The Sceptic begins to make his

usual objections. "God in worms?" he asks.
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"God in fleas and dung beetles?" And, as

usual, the objector is made to feel sorry that

he spoke. "Why not?" the Stoic answers;

"cannot an earthworm serve God? Do you
suppose that it is only a general who is a good
soldier? Cannot the lowest private or camp
attendant fight hisJaasiLand give his life for

Jus cause? Happy are you if you are serving

God, and carrying out the great purpose as

truly as such-and-such an earthworm?" That
is the conception. All the world is working
together. It is all one living whole, with one

soul through it. And, as a matter of fact, no

single part of it can either rejoice or suffer

without all the rest being affected. The man
who does not see that the good of every living

creature is his good, the hurt of every living

creature his hurt, is one who wilfully makes
himself a kind of outlaw or exile; he is blind,

or a fool. So we are led up to the great

doctrine of the later Stoics, the Sympathy of

the Whole; a grand conception, the truth of

which is illustrated in the ethical world by the

feelings of good men, and in the world of nat-

ural science. . . . We moderns may be ex-

cused for feeling a little surprised ... by the

fact that the stars twinkle. It is because they
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are so sorry for us: as well they may be!

Thus Goodness is acting, according to Phusis,

in harmony with the will of God. But here

comes an obvious objection. If God is all,

how can any one do otherwise ? God is the

omnipresent Law; God is all Nature; no

one can help being in harmony with him. The
answer is that God is in all except in the

doings of bad men. For man is free . . .

How do we know that ? Why, by a kataleptike

phantasia,« a comprehensive sense impression

which it is impossible to resist. Why it should

be so we cannot tell. "God might have pre-

ferred chained slaves for his fellow-workers;

but, as a matter of fact, he preferred free

men." Man's soul, being actually a portion of

the divine fire, has the same freedom that God
himself has. He can act either with God or

against him, though, of course, when he acts

against him he will ultimately be overwhelmed.

Thus Stoicism grapples with a difficulty which
jno religion has satisfactorily solved.

You will have observed that by now we

have worked out two quite different types of

Stoic—one who defies the world and one who

works with the world; and, as in Christianity,

both types are equally orthodox. We have
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first the scorner of all earthly things. Noth-
ing but goodness is good; nothing but badness

bad. Pain, pleasure, health, sickness, human
friendship and affection, are all indifferent.

The truly wise man possesses his soul in peace;

he communes with God. He always, with all

his force, wills the will of God; thus everything

that befalls him is a fulfillment of his own
will and good. A type closely akin to the

early Christian ascetic or the Indian saint.

And in the second place we have the man
who, while accepting the doctrine that only

goodness is good, lays stress upon the defini-

tion of goodness. It is acting according to

Fhusis, in the spirit of that purpose or fore-

thought which, though sometimes failing, is

working always unrestingly for the good of

the world, and which needs its fellow workers.

God is helping the whole world; you can only

help a limited fraction of the world. But you

can try to work in the same spirit. There were

certain old Greek myths which told how Hera-

cles and other heroes had passed laborious

lives serving and helping humanity, and in

the end became gods. The Stoics used such

myths as allegories. That was the way to

heaven; that was how a man may at the end
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of his life become not a dead body, but a star.

In the magnificent phrase which Pliny trans-

lates from a Greek Stoic, God is that, and
nothing but that; man's true God is the help-

ing of man; Deus est mortali invare mortalem.

No wonder such a religion appealed to kings

and statesmen and Roman governors. Nearly

all the successors of Alexander—we may say

all the principal kings in existence in the gen-

erations following Zeno—professed themselves

Stoics. And the most famous of all Stoics,

Marcus Aurelius, found his religion not only

in meditation and religious exercises, but in

working some sixteen hours a day for the good

practical government of the Roman Empire.

Is there any real contradiction or inconsist-

ency between the two types of Stoic virtue?

On the surface certainly there seems to be; and
the school felt it, and tried in a very interesting

way to meet it. The difficulty is this: what is

the good of working for the welfare of human-

ity if such welfare is really worthless? Sup-

pose, by great labor and skill, you succeed in

reducing the death rate of a plague-stricken

area; suppose you make a starving country-

side prosperous; what is the good of it all if

health and riches are in themselves worthless.
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and not a whit better than disease and pov-

erty?

The answer is clear and uncompromising.

A good bootmaker is one who makes good

boots; a good shepherd is one who keeps his

sheep well; and even though good boots are,

in the Day-of-Judgment sense, entirely worth-

less, and fat sheep no whit better than starved

sheep, yet the good bootmaker or good shep-

herd must do his work well or he will cease to

be good- To be good he must perform his

function; and in performing that function

there are certain things that he must "prefer*

to others, even though they are not really

"good." He must prefer a healthy sheep or

a well-made boot to their opposites. It is thus

that Nature, or Phusis, herself works when
she shapes the seed into the tree, or the blind

puppy into the good hound. The perfection

of the tree or hound is in itself indifferent, a

thing of no ultimate value. Yet the goodness

of Nature lies in working for that perfection.

Life becomes, as the Stoics more than once

tell us, like a play which is acted or a game

played with counters. Viewed from outside,

the counters are valueless; but to those en-

gaged in the game their importance is party-
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mount. What really and ultimately matters

is that the game shall be played as it should

be played. God, the eternal dramatist, has

cast you for some part in his drama, and
hands you the role. It may turn out that you

are cast for a triumphant king; it may be for

a slave who dies of torture. What does that

matter to the good actor ? He can play either

part; his only business is to accept the role

given him, and to perform it well. Similarly,

life is a game of counters. Your business is

to play it in the right way. He who set the

board may have given you many counters;

he may have given you few. He may have

arranged that, at a particular point in the

game, most of your men shall be swept acci-

dentally off the board. You will lose the

game; but why should you mind that? f It

is your play that matters, not the score that

you happen to make. |He is not a fool to

judge you by your mere success or failure.

Success or failure is a thing He can determine

without stirring a hand. It hardly interests

Him. I What interests Him is the one thing

which he cannot determine—the action of your

free and conscious will, t

This view is so sublime and so stirring that
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at times it almost deadens one's power of

criticism. Let us see how it works in a partic-

ular case. Suppose your friend is in sorrow

or pain, what are you to do ? In the first place,

you may sympathize—since sympathy runs all

through the universe, and if the stars sympa-
thize surely you yourself may. And of course

you must help. That is part of your function.

Yet, all the time, while you are helping and

sympathizing, are you not bound to remember
that your friend's pain or sorrow does not

really matter at all? He is quite mistaken in

imagining that it does. Similarly, if a village

in your district is threatened by a band of rob-

bers, you will rush off with soldiers to save

it; you will make every effort, you will give

your life if necessary. But suppose, after all,

you arrive too late and find the inhabitants

with their throats cut and the village in ruins

—why should you mind? You know it does

not matter a straw whether the villagers'

throats are cut or not cut; all that matters is

how they behave in the hour of death. Mr.

Bevan, whose studies of the Stoics and Sceptics

form a rare compound of delicate learning and

historical imagination, says that the attitude

of the Stoic in a case like this ia like that of
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a messenger boy sent to deliver a parcel to

some one, with instructions to try various ad-

dresses in order to find him. The good mes-

senger boy will go duly to all the addresses,

but if the addressee is not to be found at any
of them, what does that matter to the messen-

ger boy ? He has done his duty, and the parcel

itself has no interest for him. He may return

and say he is sorry that the man cannot be

found; but his sorrow is not heartfeiik It is

only a polite pretense.

The comparison is a little hard on the Stoics.

No doubt they are embarrassed at this point

between the claims of high logic and of human
feeling. But they meet the «mbarrassment
bravely. "You will suffer in your friend's suf-

fering," says Epictetus. "Of ccurse you will

suffer. I do not say that you must not even
groan aloud. Yet in the center of your being
do not groan!" It is very like the Christian

doctrine of resignation. Man can«ot but suffer

for his fellow man; yet a Christian is told to

accept the will of God and believe that ulti-

mately, in some way which he does not see,

the Judge of the World has done right.

Finally, what is to be the end after this

life of Stoic virtue? Many religions, after
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basing their whole theory of conduct on stern

duty and self-sacrifice and contempt for pleas-

ure, lapse into confessing the unreality of their

professions by promising the faithful as a re-

ward that they shall be uncommonly happy
in the next world. It was not that they really

disdained pleasure; it was only that they

speculated for a higher rate of interest at a

later date. Notably, Islam is open to that

criticism, and so is a great deal of popular

Christianity. Stoicism is not. It maintains its

ideal unchanged.

You remember that we touched, in passing,

the problem of decay. Nature shapes things

towards their perfection, but she also lets them
fall away after reaching a certain altitude.

She fails constantly, though she reaches higher

and higher success. In the end, said the Stoic

—and he said it not very coniidently, as a sug-

gestion rather than a dog^a—in tie very end,

perfection should be reaj,*iea. ano then there

will be no falling back. All the world will

have been wrought up to the level of the divine

soul. That soul is Fire; and into that Fire we

shall all be drawn, our separate existence and

the dross of our earthly nature burnt utterly

away. Then there will be no more decay or
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growth; no pleasure, no disturbance. It may
be a moment of agony, but what does agony

matter? It will be ecstasy and triumph, the

soul reaching its fiery union with God.

The doctrine, fine as it is, seems always to

have been regarded as partly fanciful, and

not accepted as an integral part of the Stoic

creed. Indeed, many Stoics considered that

if this Absorption in Fire should occur, it could

not be final. For the essence of Goodness is

to do something, to labor, to achieve some
end; and if Goodness is to exist the world

process must begin again. God, so to speak,

cannot be good unless he is striving and help-

ing. Phiisis must be moving upward, or else

it is :iot Phusis.

Thus Stoicism, whatever its weaknesses, ful-

filled the two main demands that man makes
upon his religion: it gave him armour when
the world was predominantly evil, and it en-

couraged him forward when the world was
predominantly good. It afforded guidance both
for the saint and the public servant. And in

developing this twofold character I think it

was not influenced by mere inconstancy. It

was trying to meet the actual truth of the

situation. For in most systems it seems to

be recognized that in the Good life there is
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both an element of outward striving and an
element of inward peace. There are things

which we must try to attain, yet it is not

really the attainment that matters; it is the

seeking. And, consequently, in some sense,

the real victory is with him who fought best,

not with the man who happened to win. For
beyond all the accidents of war, beyond the

noise of armies and groans of the dying, there

is the presence of some eternal friend. It is

our relation to Him that matters.

A Friend behind phenomena, I owe the

phrase to Mr. Bevan. It is the assumption

which all religions make, and sooner or later

all philosophies. The main criticism which I

should be inclined to pass on Stoicism would
lie here. Starting out with every intention

of facing the problem of the world by hard

thought and observation, resolutely excluding

all appeal to tradition and mere mythology,

it ends by making this tremendous assumption,

that there is a beneficent purpose in the world

and that the force which moves nature is akin

to ourselves. If we once grant that postulate,

the details of the system fall easily into place.

There may be some overstatement about the

worthlessness of pleasure and worldly goods;

though, after all, if there is a single great
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purpose in the universe, and that purpose good,

I think we must admit that, in comparison

with it, the happiness of any individual at

this moment dwindles into utter insignificance.

The good, and not any pleasure or happiness,

is what matters. If there is no such purpose,

well, then the problem must all be stated

afresh from the beginning.

A second criticism, which is passed by mod-
ern psychologists on the Stoic system, is more
searching but not so dangerous. The language

of Stoicism, as of all ancient philosophy, was
based on a rather crude psychology. It was
over-intellectualized. It paid too much atten-

tion to the enormously larger part of human
conduct which is below the level of conscious-

ness. It saw life too much as a series of sep-

arate mental acts, and not sufficiently as a con-

tinuous, ever-changing stream. Yet a very

little correction of statement is all that it

needs. Stoicism does not really make reason

into a motive force. It explains that an "im-

pulse," of physical or biological origin rises in

the mind prompting to some action, and then

Reason gives or withholds its assent. There

is nothing seriously wrong here.

Other criticisms, based on the unreality of
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the ideal Wise Man, who acts without desire

and makes no errors, seem to me of smaller

importance. They depend chiefly on certain

idioms or habits of language, which, though
not really exact, convey a fairly correct mean-
ing to those accustomed to them.

But the assumption of the Eternal Purpose

stands in a different category However much
refined away, it remains a vast assumption.

We may discard what Professor William

James used to call "Monarchical Deism" or

our own claim to personal immortality. We
may base ourselves on Evolution, whether of

the Darwinian or the Bergsonian sort. But
we do seem to find, not -only in all religions,

but in practically all philosophies, some belief

that man is not quite alone in the universe, but

is met in his endeavors towards the good by
some external help or sympathy. We find it

everywhere in the unsophisticated man. We
find it in the unguarded self-revelations of the

most severe and conscientious Atheists. Now,

the Stoics, like many other schools of thought,

drew an argument from this consensus of all

mankind. It was not an absolute proof of the

existence of the Gods or Providence, but it was

a strong indication. The existence of a com-
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mon instinctive belief in the mind of man
gives at least a presumption that there must
be a good cause for that belief.

This is a reasonable position. There must
be some such cause. But it does not follow

that the only valid cause is the truth of the

content of the belief. I cannot help suspecting

that this is precisely one of those points on

which Stoicism, in company with almost all

philosophy up to the present time, has gone

astray through not sufficiently realizing its

dependence on the human mind as a natural

biological product. For it is very important

in this matter to realize that the so-called

belief is not really an intellectual judgment bo

much as a craving of the whole nature.

It is only of very late years that psycholo-

gists have begun to realize >the enormous do-

minion of those forces in man of which he
is normally unconscious. We cannot escape

as easily as these brave men dreamed from
the grip of the blind powers beneath the

threshold. Indeed, as I see philosophy after

philosophy falling into this unproven belief

in the Friend behind phenomena, as I find

that I myself cannot, except for a moment

and by an effort, refrain from making the
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same assumption, it seems to me that perhaps

here too we are under the spell of a very old

ineradicable instinct. We are gregarious ani-

mals; our ancestors have been such for count-

less ages. We cannot help looking out on the

world as gregarious animals do; we see it in

terms of humanity and of fellowship. Stu-

dents of animals under domestication have

shown us how the habits of a gregarious

creature, taken away from his kind, are shaped

in a thousand details by reference to the lost

pack which is no longer there—the pack which

a dog tries to smell his way back to all the

time he is out walking, the pack he calls to

for help when danger threatens. It is a

strange and touching thing, this eternal hun-

ger of the gregarious animal for the herd of

friends who are not there. And it may be,

it may very possibly be, that, in the matter

of this Friend behind phenomena, . our own

yearning and our own almost ineradicable in-

stinctive conviction, since they are certainly

not founded on either reason or observation,

are in origin the groping of a lonely-souled

gregarious animal to find its herd or its herd

leader in the great spaces between the start.
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At any rate, it is a belief very difficult to

get rid of.

NOTE.—Without attempting a bibliography of
Stoicism, I may mention the following books as
likely to be useful to a student: (1) Original Stoic
Literature. Epictetus, Discourses, etc.; translated
by P. E. Matheson, Oxford, 1915. Marcus Aure-
lius, To Himself; translated by J. Jackson. Ox-
ford, 1906.. Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta, col-
lected by Von Arnim, 1903-1905. (2) Modern Lit-
erature. Roman Stoicism (Cambridge, 1911). by
E. V. Arnold; a very thorough and useful piece
of work. Stoics and Sceptics, by Edwyn Bevan
(Oxford, 1913); slighter, but illuminating. The
doctrine of the things which are "preferred"
though not "good," was, I think, first correctly
explained by H. Gomperz, Lebensauffassung der
Griechischen Philosophie, 1904. Professor Ar-
nold s book contains a large bibliography.
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Crime and Criminals

BY CLARENCE S. DARROW.

If I looked at jails and crimes and prisoners
in the way the ordinary person does, I should
not speak on this subject to you. The reason I

talk to you on the question of crime, its cause
and cure, is because I really do not in the least

believe in crime. There is no such thing as a

crime as the word is generally understood. I

do not believe there is any sort of distinction
between the real moral condition of the people
in and out of jail. One is just as good as the
other. The people here can no more help being
here than the people outside can avoid being
outside. I do not believe that people are in jail

because they deserve to be. They are in jail

simply because they cannot avoid it on account
of circumstances which are entirely beyond
their control and for which they are in no way
responsible.

I suppose a great many people on the outside
would say I was doing you harm if they should
hear what I say to you this afternoon, but you
cannot be hurt a great deal anyway, so it will

not matter. Good people outside would say
that I was really teaching you things that were
calculated to injure society, but it's worth

while now and then to hear something differ-

ent from what you ordinarily get from preach-
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ers and the like. These will tell you that you
should be good and then you will get rich and
be happy. Of course we know that people do
not get rich by being g^od, and that is the
reason why so many of you people try to get
rich some other way, only you do not under-
stand how to do it quite as well as the fellow

outside.

There are people who think that everything
in this world is an accident. But really there
is no such thing as an accident. A great many
folks admit that many of the people in jail

ought to be there, and many who are outside
ought to be in. I think none of them ought to

be here. There ought to be no jails, and if it

were not for the fact that the people on the
outside are so grasping and heartless in their

dealings with the people on the inside, there
would be no such institutions as jails.

I do not want you to believe that I think all

you people here are angels. I do not think
that. You are people of all kinds, all of you
doing the best you can, and that is evidently
not very well—you are people of all kinds and
conditions and under all circumstances. In one
sense everybody is equally good and equally
bad. We all do the best we can under the cir-

cumstances. But as to the exact things for
which you are sent here, some of you are
guilty and did the particular act because you
needed the money. Some of you did it because
you are in the habit of doing it, and some of
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you because you are born to it, and it comes
to be as natural as it does, for instance, for
me to be good.
Most of you probably have nothing against

me, and most of you would treat me the same as
any other person would; probably better than
some of the people on the outside would treat
me, because you think I believe in you and they
know I do not believe in them. While you would
not have the least thing against me in the world
you might pick my pockets. I do not think
all of you would, but I think some of you
would. You would not have anything against
me, but that's your profession, a few of you.
Some of the rest of you, if my doors were un-
locked, might come in if you saw anything
you wanted—not out of any malice to me, but
because that is your trade. There is no doubt
there are quite a number of people in this jail

who would pick my pockets. And still I know
this, that when I get outside pretty nearly
everybody picks my pocket. There may be
some of you who would hold up a man on the
street, if you did not happen to have some-
thing else to do, and needed the money; but
when I want to light my house or my office

the gas company holds me up. They charge
me one dollar for something that is worth 25

cents, and still all these people are good peo-
ple; they are pillars of society and support
the churches, and they are respectable.

When I ride on the street cars, I am held
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up—I pay seven cents for a ride that is worth
two and a half cents, simply because a body
of men have bribed the city council and the
legislature, so that all the rest of us have to

pay tribute to them.
If I do not want to fall into the clutches of

the gas trust and choose to burn oil instead
of gas, then good Mr. Rockefeller holds me up,

and he uses a certain portion of his money to

build universities and support churches which
are engaged in telling us how to be go^d.
Some of you are here for obtaining prop-

erty under false pretenses—yet I pick up a

great Sunday paper and read the advertise-

ments of a merchant prince-^'Shirt waist for

39 cents, marked down from $3."

When I read the advertisements in the paper
I see they are all lies. When I want to get out
and find a place to stand anywhere on the face
of the earth, I find that it has all been taken
up long ago before I came here, and before
you came here, and somebody says. "Get off,

swim into the lake, fly into the air; go any-
where, but get off." That is because these
people have the police and they have the jails

and the judges and the lawyers and the soldiers

and all the rest of them to take care of the
earth and drive everybody off that comes in

their way.
A great many people will tell you that all

this is true, but that it does not excuse you.

These facts do not excuse some fellow who
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reaches into my pocket and takes out a five-

dollar bill; the fact that the gas company
bribes the members of the legislature from year
to year, and fixes the law, so that all you peo-
ple are compelled to be "fleeced" whenever you
deal with them; the fact that the street car
companies and the gas companies have con-
trol of the streets and the fact that the land-

lords own all the earth, they say, has nothing
to do with you.

Let us see whether there is any connection
between the crimes of the respectable classes

and your presence in the jail. Many of you
people are in jail because you have really com-
mitted burglary. Many of you, because you
have stolen something; in the meaning of the
law, you have taken some other person's prop-
erty. Some of you have entered a store and car-

ried off a pair of shoes because you did not have
the price. Possibly some of you have commit-
ted murder. I cannot tell what all of you did.

There are a great many people here who have
done some of these things who really do not
know themselves why they did them. I think
I know why you did them—every one of you;
you did these things because you were bound
to do them. It looked to you at the time as
if you had a chance to do them or not, as you
saw fit, but still after all you had no choice.

There may be people here who had some money
in their pockets and who still went out and got
some more money in a way society forbids.
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Now you may not yourselves see exactly why
it was you did this thing, but if you look at
the question deeply enough and carefully
enough you would see that there were circum-
stances that drove you to do exactly the thing
which you did. You could not help it any
more than we outside can help taking the posi-

tions that we take. The reformers who teli

you to be good and you will be happy^ and
the people on the outside who have property
to protect—they think that the only way to do
it is by building jails and locking you up in

cells on week-days and praying for you Sun-
days.

I think that all of this has nothing what-
ever to do with right conduct. I think it is

very easily seen what has to do with right
conduct. Some so-called criminals—and I will

use this word because it is handy, it means
nothing to me—I speak of the criminals who
get caught as distinguished from the crimi-
nals who catch them—some of these so-called

criminals are in jail for the first offenses, but
nine-tenths of you are in jail because you did

not have a good lawyer and of course you did

not have a good lawyer because you did not
have enough money to pay a good lawyer.
There is no very great danger of a rich man
going to jail.

Some of you may be here for the first time.

If we would open the doors and let you out,

and leave the laws as they are today, some of
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you would be back tomorrow. This is about
as good a place as you can get anyway. There
are many people here who are so in the habit
of coming that they would not know where else

to go. There are people who are born with
the tendency to break into jail every chance
they get, and they cannot avoid it. You can-
not figure out your life and see why it was, but
still there is a reason for it, and if we were
all wise and knew all the facts we could fig-

ure it out.

In the first place, there are a good many
more people who go to jail in the winter time
than in summer. Why is this? Is it because
people are more wicked in winter? No, it is

because the coal trust begins to get in its grip
in the winter. A few gentlemen take posses-
sion of the coal, and unless the people will pay
$10 or $12 a ton for something that is worth
$3, they will have to freeze. Then there is

nothing to do but to break into jail, and so

there are many more in jail in the winter than
in summer. It costs more for gas in the wur
ter because the nights are longer, and peoplt

go to jail to save gas bills. The jails ar«

electric lighted. You may not know it, but
these economic laws are working all the time,

whether we know it or do not know it.

There are more people go to jail in hari
times than in good times—few people com*
paratively go to jail except when they are har4
up. They go to jail because they have n*
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other place to go. They may not know why,
but it is true all the same. People are not
more wicked in hard times. That is not the
reason. The fact is true all over the world
that in hard times more people go to jail than
in good times, and in winter more people go to

jail than in summer. Of course it is pretty
hard times for people who go to jail at any
time. The people who go to jail are almost
always poor people—people who have no other

place to live first and last. When times are
hard then you find large numbers of people

who go to jail who would not otherwise be
in jail.

Long ago, Mr. Buckle, who was a great phi-

losopher and historian, collected facts and he
showed that the number of people who are
arrested increased just as the price of food
increased. When they put up the price of gas
ten cents a thousand I do not know who will

go to jail, but I do know that a certain num-
ber of people will go. When the meat com-
bine raises the price of beef I do not know who
is going to jail, but I know that a large num-
ber of people are bound to go. Whenever the
Standard Oil Company raises the price of oil,

I know that a certain number of girls who are
seamstresses, and who work after night long
lours for somebody else, will be compelled to

go out on the streets and ply another trade,

and I know that Mr. Rockefeller and his asso-
ciates are responsible and not the poor girls
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in the jail.

First and last, people are sent to jail be-
cause they are poor. Sometimes, as I say,
you may not need money at the particular
time, but you wish to have thrifty forehanded
habits, and do not always wait until you are
in absolute want. Some of you people are
perhaps plying the trade, the profession, which
is called burglary. No man in his right sense*
will go into a strange house in the dead of
night and prowl around with a dark lantern
through unfamiliar rooms and take chances of
his life if he has plenty of the good things
of the world in his own home. You would not
take any such chances as that. If a man
had clothes in his clothes-press and beefsteak
in his pantry, and money in the bank, he would
not navigate around nights in houses where
he knows nothing about the premises what-
ever. It always requires experience and educa-
tion for this profession, and people who fit

themselves for it are no more to blame than
I am for being a lawyer. A man would not
hold up another man on the street if he had
plenty of money in his own pocket. He might
do it if he had one dollar or two dollars, but
he wouldn't if he had as much money as Mr.
Rockefeller has. Mr. Rockefeller has a great
deal better hold-up game than that.

The more that is taken from the poor by tke

rich, who have the chance to take it, the more
poor people there are who are compelled to
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resort to these means for a livelihood. They
may not understand it, they may not think
so at once, but after all they are driven into
that line of employment.

There is a bill before the legislature of this

State to punish kidnapping children, with
death. We have wise members of the Legis-
lature. They know the gas trust when they
see it and they always see it—they can fur-

nish light enough to be seen, and this Legisla-
ture thinks it is going to stop kidnapping chil-

dren by making a law punishing kidnappers
of children with death. I don't believe in kid-

napping children, but the Legislature is all

wrong. Kidnapping children is not a crime, it

is a profession. It hai* been developed with
the times. It has been developed with our
modern industrial conditions. There are many
ways of making money—many new ways that
our ancestors knew nothing about. Our ances-
tors knew nothing about a billion-dollar trust;

and here comes some poor fellow who has no
other trade and he discovers the profession of
kidnapping children.

This crime is born, not because people are
bad; people don't kidnap other people's chil-

dren because they want the children or be-
cause they are devilish, but because they see
a chance to get some money out of it. You
cannot cure this crime by passing a law pun-
ishing by death kidnappers of children. There
fe one way to cure it. There is one way to
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cure all these offenses, and that is to give the
people a chance to live. There is no other
way, and there never was any other way since
the world began, and the world is so blind and
stupid tba+ it will not see. If every man and
woman and child m tne world had a chance
to make a decent, fair, honest living, there
would be no jails, and no lawyers and no
courts. There might be some persons here
or there with some peculiar formation of their
brain, like Rockefeller, who would do these
things simply to be doing them; but they
would be very, very few, and those should be
sent to a hospital and treated, and not sent to

jail; and they would entirely disappear in the
second generation, or at least in the third gen-
eration.

I am not talking pure theory. I will just
give you two or three illustrations.

The English people once punished criminals
by sending them away. They would load them
on a ship and export them to Australia. Eng-
land was owned by lords and nobles and rich

people. They owned the whole earth over
there, and the other people had to stay in the

streets. They could not get a decent living.

They used to take their criminals and send
them to Australia—I mean the class of crimi-

nals who got caught. When these criminals

got over there, and nobody else had come,
they had the whole continent to run over, and
so they could raise sheep and furnish theil
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own meat, which is easier than stealing it;

these criminals then became decent, respecta-
ble people because they had a chance to live.

They did not commit any crimes. They were
just like the English people who sent them
there, only better. And in the second genera-
tion the descendants of those criminals were
as good and respectable a class of people as
there were on the face of the earth, and then
they began building churches and jails them-
selves.

A portion of this country was settled in the
same way, landing prisoners down on the
southern coast; but when they got here and
had a whole continent to run over and plenty
of chances to make a living, they became re-

spectable citizens, making their own living

just like any other citizens in the world; but
finally these descendants of the English aris-

tocracy, who sent the people over to Australia,
found out they were getting rich, and so they
went over to get possession of the earth as
they always do, and they organized land syn-
dicates and got control of the land and ores,

and then they had just as many criminals in

Australia as they did in England. It was not
because the world had grown bad; it was be-

cause^ the earth had been taken away from
the people.

Some of you people have lived in the coun-
try. It's prettier than it is here. And if

you have ever lived on a farm you understand
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that if you put a lot of cattle in a field, when
the pasture is short they will jump over the
fence; but put them in a good field where
there is plenty of pasture, and they will be law-
abiding cattle to the end of time. The hu-
man animal is just like the rest of the ani-
mals, only a little more so. The same thing
that governs in the one governs in the other.

Everybody makes his living along the lines

of least resistance. A wise man who comes
into a country early sees a great undeveloped
land. For instance, our rich men twenty-five
years ago saw that Chicago was small and
knew a lot of people would come here and
settle, and they readily saw that if they had
all the land around here it would be worth a
good deal, so they grabbed the land. You can-
not be a landlord because somebody has got
it all. You must find some other calling. In
England and Ireland and Scotland less than
5 per cent own all the land there is, and the
people are bound to stay there on any kind of
terms the landlords give. They must live the
best they can, so they develop all these vari-
ous professions—burglary, picking pockets and
the like.

Again, people find all sorts of ways of get-
ting rich. These are diseases like everything
else. You look at people getting rich, organ-
izing trusts, and making a million dollars, and
somebody gets the disease and he starts out.

He catches it just as a man catches the mumps
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or measles; he is not to blame, it is in the air.

You will find men speculating beyond their

means, because the mania of money-getting
is taking possession of them. It is simply a
disease; nothing more, nothing less. You can-
not avoid catching it; but the fellows who have
control of the earth have the advantage of you.
See what the law is; when these men get con-
trol of things, they make the laws. They do
not make the laws to protect anybody; courts
are not instruments of justice; when your case
gets into court it will make little difference

whether you are guilty or innocent; but it's

better if you have a smart lawyer. And you
cannot have a smart lawyer unless you have
money. First and last it's a question of money.
Those men who own the earth make the laws
to protect what they have. They fix up a
sort of fence or pen around what they have,
and they fix the law so the fellow on the out-
side cannot get in. The laws are really or-

ganized for the protection of the men who
role the world. They were never organized or
enforced to do justice. We have no system
for doing justice, not the slightest in the world.

Let me illustrate: Take the poorest person
in this room. If the community had provided
a system of doing justice the pooiest person
in this room would have as good a lawyer as
the richest, would he not? When you went
into court you would have just as long a trial,

and just as fair a trial as the richest person
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in Chicago. Your case would not be tried in
fifteen or twenty minutes, whereas it would
take fifteen days to get through with a ricL
man's case.

Then If you were rich and were beaten,
your case would be taken to the Appellate
Court. A poor man cannot take his case to

the Appellate Court; he has not the price;

and then to the Supreme Court, and if he were
beaten there he might perhaps go to the

United States Supreme Court. And he might
die of old age before he got into jail. If you
are poor, it's a quick job. You are almost
known to be guilty, else you would not be
there. Why should any one be in the criminal
court if he were not guilty? He would not be
there if he could be anywhere else. The offi-

cials have no time to look after all these
cases. The people who are on the outside,

who are running banks and building churches
and making jails, they have no time to ex-

amine 600 or 700 prisoners each year to see
whether they are guilty or innocent. If the
courts were organized to promote justice the
people would elect somebody to defend all

these criminals, somebody as smart as the

prosecutor—and give him as many detectives

and as many assistants to help, and pay as

much money to defend you as to prosecute

you. We have a very able man for State's At-
torney, and he has many assistants, detective*

and policemen without end, and judges to hear
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the cases—everything handy.
Most of all our criminal code consists in

offenses against property. People are sent

to jail because they have committed a crime
against property. It is of very little conse-
quence whether one hundred people more or
less go to jail who ought not to go—you must
protect property, because in this world prop-
erty is of more importance than anything else.

How is it done? These people who have
property fix it so they can protect what they
have. When somebody commits a crime it

does not follow that he has done something
that is morally wrong. The man on the out-
side who has committed no crime may have
done something. For instance: to take all the
coal in the United States and raise the price

two dollars or three dollars when there is no
need of it, and thus kill thousands of babies
and send thousands of people to the poorhouse
and tens of thousands to jail, as is done every
year in the United States—this is a greater
crime than all the people in our jails ever
committed, but the law does not punish it.

Why? Because the fellows who control the
earth make the laws. If you and I had the
making of the laws, the first thing we would
do would be to punish the fellow who gets con-
trol of the earth. Nature put this coal in the
ground for me as well as for them and nature
made the prairies up here to raise wheat for
me as well as for them, and then the great
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railroad companies came along and fenced it

up.

Most all of the crimes for which we are pun-

ished are property crimes. There are a few
personal crimes, like murder—but they are
very few. The crimes committed are mostly
those against property. If this punishment is

right the criminals must have a lot of prop-
erty. How much money is there in this crowd?
And yet you are all here for crimes against
property. The people up and down the Lake
Shore have not committed crime, still they
have so much property they don't know what
to do with it. It is perfectly plain why these
people have not committed crimes against
property; they make the laws and therefore
do not need to break them. And in order for
you to get some property you are obliged to

break the rules of the game. I don't know
but what some of you may have had a very
nice chance to get rich by carrying the hod
for one dollar a day, twelve hours. Instead
of taking that nice, easy profession, you are
a burglar. If you had been given a chance
to be a banker you would rather follow that.

Some of you may have had a chance to work
as a switchman on a railroad where you know,
according to statistics, that you cannot live

and keep all your limbs more than seven yeare,

and you can get fifty dollars or seventy-five

dollars a month for taking your lives in your
hands, and instead of taking that lucrative
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position you choose to be a sneak thief, or
something like that. Some of you made that
sort of choice. I don*t know which I would
take if I was reduced to this choice. I have
an easier choice.

I will guarantee to take from this jail, or
any jail in the world, five hundred men who
have been the worst criminals and law-break-
ers who ever got into jail, and I will go down
to our lowest streets and take five hundred of
the most abandoned prostitutes, and go out
somewhere where there is plenty of land, and
will give them a chance to make a living, and
they will be as good people as the average in
the community.

There is a remedy for the sort of condition
we see here. The world never finds it out,
or when it does find it out it does not enforce
it. You may pass a law punishing every per-
son with death for burglary, and it will make
no difference. Men will commit it just the
same. In England there was a time when
one hundred different offenses were punisha-
ble with death, and it made no difference. The
English people strangely found out that so
fast as they repealed the severe penalties and
so fast as they did away with punishing men
by death, crime decreased instead of increased;
that the smaller the penalty the fewer the
crimes.

Hanging men in our county jails does not
prevent murder. It makes murderers.
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And this has been the history of the world.
It's easy to see how to do away with what we
call crime. It is not so easy to do it. I will

tell you how to do it. It can be done by giving
the people a chance to live—by destroying
special privileges. So long as big criminals
can get the coal fields, so long as the big
criminals have control of the city council and
get the public streets for streets cars and gas
rights, this is bound to send thousands of poor
people to jail. So long as men are allowed to

monopolize all the earth, and compel others
to live on such terms as these men see fit tc

make, then you are bound to get into jail.

The only way in the world to abolish crime
and criminals is to abolish the big ones and
the little ones together. Make fair conditions
of life. Give men a chance to live. Abolish
the right of private ownership of land, abolish
monopoly, make the world partners in produc-
tion, partners in the good things of life. No-
body would steal if he could get something of
his own some easier way. Nobody will commit
burglary when he has a house full. No girl

will go out on the streets when she has a
comfortable place at home. The man who
owns a sweatshop or a departateat store may
not be to blame himself for the coalition of
his girls, but when he pays them five dollars,

three dollars, and two dollars a week, I won-
der where he thinks they will get the rest of

their money to live. The only way to core
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these conditions is by equality. There should
be no jails. They do not accomplish what they
pretend to accomplish. If you would wipe them
out, there would be no more criminals than
now. They terrorize nobody. They are a blot

upon any civilization, and a jail is an evidence
of the lack of charity of the people on the
outside who make the jails and fill them with
the victims of their greed.










